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LOVE'S WIRELESS TELEPHONE.
SOMEBEWHERE IN THE WORLD THERE'S A LITTLE GIRL FOR ME.
DOWN THE MISSISSIPPI. (Let me be your house boat beau.)
THE LITTLE CHAUFFEUR.
IF YOU WERE LOST TO ME.
THE MAN WITH AN AXE TO GRIND.
LOOKING FOR A HAPPY MAN.
WINE, WOMAN AND SONG.
THE TOY BROADWAY.
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The Little Chauffeur.

Lyric by
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Music by
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Allegretto con moto.

The auto is the newest craze all
From scandalizing wagging tongues I

most insanity. It set the social
know I am immune. Because this daring

world ablaze and pleased its vanity. But
demi god is always opportunity. With
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still the sad un-earthed a gem a won-der dear po-
each re-mark and com-pliment in-tend-ed for my

tile. To whom you can say lov-ing things and
ear. And in re-turn I know that I can

still be in the right.

safe-ly call him "dear?"

Refrain.
The lit-tle chauf-

The little chauffeur. 3.
-four the social rage — A real eighth

wonder of the age — And all that you

do — Is strictly entre nous — To the

ou! Nixed hassen.

lit-lie chauffeur — The lit-lie chauffeur — The lit-lie chauffeur
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